Promptly sign and date on the line below, then **EMAIL IT BACK TO KDOT, EVEN IF NOT BIDDING.** **Or you may still FAX IT TO the Estimating Section at (785) 296-0999.** Any instructions not followed will result in your bid being declared irregular. If these changes affect any of your subcontractors or suppliers, **IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY** to inform them. These changes are part of the contract for this project(s). Please contact me at (785) 296-3576, if there are questions. Thank you for your cooperation.

Kansas Department of Transportation  
Bureau of Construction and Materials  
Estimating Section

To: Prime Contractor Bid Holders  
From: Shane Houser, P.E. - Letting Engineer  
Date: March 3, 2020  
**Proposal/Contract No.: 520022151**

Subject: Project Notice for the **March 10, 2020 Letting**

**77-58 KA-5476-01 MARSHALL COUNTY – MILL AND HMA OVERLAY**

Be advised, the Monthly Fuel Index and Asphalt Material Index for February 2020 will apply to this project.

Special Provision 15-01008-R02 2.0.b is revised to say, “The MFI for February 2020 becomes the Starting Fuel Index (SFI) for the duration of the contract.”

Special Provision 15-01009-R01 2.0.b is revised to say, “The AMI for February 2020 becomes the Starting Asphalt Index (SAI) for the duration of the contract.”

To view this document, choose “Addendum #1” from our website [https://kdotapp.ksdot.org/ProposalDelayed/](https://kdotapp.ksdot.org/ProposalDelayed/).

We also recommend that you check the Bid Express “Questions and Answers” ([https://www.bidx.com/ks/lettings](https://www.bidx.com/ks/lettings)) to review any questions that may have been posted for this project.